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ABSTRACT 

ITC 8, Paper 261-1 by M. M. Buchner, Jr. and W. 
S. Hayward, Jr., presented the concept of a 
network management, administration and 
engineering data system and described the Total 
Network Data System (TNDS) then being con
structed. TNDS components have been installed 
in all the Bell System Operating Companies and 
TNDS is now the primary operations data collec
tion and processing vehicle for the Bell Sys
tem. 

This paper summarizes TNDS deployment and util
ization statistics and describes the improve
ments already implemented and planned for the 
next few years. Major enhancements under way 
include the addition of a TNDS performance 
measurement system, extension of mechanized 
Network ~anagement control to Regional and 
National Operations Centers, and development of 
a Traffic Routing and Forecasting System. 
Plans have been made to provide mechanized 
record and schedule coordination systems. Stu
dies of further automation of Network Adminis
tration functions leading toward a "paperless· 
environment are in process. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

At the last congress, Buchner and Hayward 
reported that subsystems of the Total Network 
Data System (TN~S) had been installed in most 
Bell Operating Telephone Companies, and transi
tion to a highly-mechanized traffic data 
environment was well underway[l]. They 
estimated that TNDS would soon achieve 50 per
cent coverage of the Bell System. Since that 
time, the number of TNDS systems deployed has 
grown significantly and the geographic coverage 
has increased. In addition, new features have 
been added to existing TNDS subsystems, new 
subsystems have been designed and deployed, and 
others are currently in development or under 
investigation. 

This paper reviews and updates TNDS architec
ture with emphasis on new subsystems which have 
been added or are currently being developed. 
Some possible directions for the future evolu
tion of TNDS will be indicated. The extent of 
deployment of the existing subsystems will be 
summarized and projections made with regard to 
1982 (the ITC 10 time frame). 

2. TOTAL NETWORK DATA SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The Total Network Data System supports a number 
of different users with nata. Some data are 
used in near real-time for network management 
while other data are stored for later use (such 
as busy-hour, busy-season determination, which 
requires data collected over an entire year). 
The TNDS user spectrum and the related princi
pal subsystems are illustrated in Figure 1. 
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FIGURE 1 USERS OF THE TOTAL .ETIIORk DATA SYSTE" 

The variety of users and the geographic and 
temporal distribution of data sources has , lead 
to a distributed architecture ,for TNDS which is 
illustrated in Figure 2. The column of blocks 
on the left side of the figure represents the 
switching systems which comprise the source of 
traffic data collected by TNDS. 

The block labeled EAQAS/NORG8N/ICUR represents 
the Engineering Administrative Data Acquisition 
System which performs three functions: 

1. Data collection and assembly for use by 
EADAS/N~ and for later (downstream) pro
cessing~ 

2. Network Operations Report Generation . 
(NORGEN) special processing of a limited 
subset of data for local administrative 
use in near real-time~ and 

3. Individual Circuit Usage Recording 
(ICUR), for electromechanical switching 
systems only, to allow special process
ing in the downstream Individual Circuit 
Analysis (ICAN) program. 

~ultiple EAQAS minicomputer systems are 
deployed as required to handle the total 
traffic data collection load. 

The EADAS/N~ (Engineering Administrative Data 
Acquisition System/Network ~anagement) {2,31 
processes data collected at five-minute inter
vals either directly from the large toll 
switchinq systems (4ESS and 4XB) or via EADAS 
from other switchinq systems. Not only does 
E ,l\nAS/N~ collect data, but it' has the abi I i ty 
to implement controls in the switchinq offices. 
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FIGURE Z TOTAL NETWORK DATA SYSTEM 

The hlocks shown within the dashed box in the 
upper right sine of the figure represent pro
grams whi~h run in operating telephone company 
large computer centers (on IB~ 370 or compar
able processors). The block labeled ICAN 
(Individual Circuit Analysis) verifies the 
integrity of the EAD~S/ICUR circuit grouping 
map, aids in administration of the Traffic 
Usaqe Recorder (TUR) and is used to detect 
equipment faults by identifying abnormal load 
usage patterns. The block labeled TDAS 
(Traffic Data Administration System) performs a 
library and data verification function which 
provides data on request for the several down
stream processing functions to be described. 
The block labeled CU (Common Update) provides 
the centralized record base necessary to inter
pret and process the data stored in TDAS. This 
record base includes the arrangement of trunks 
and switching systems, the specification of 
what each reqister measures, and al.l processing 
·schedules. The blocks labeled TSS and TFS 
represent the Trunk Servicing System and Trunk 
Forecastinq System, which support circuit pro
vision and trunk engineerinq operations. The 
hlock labeled L8S (Load Balance System) sup
ports the network administration function and 
the block labeled 5XB COER (No. 5 Crossbar Cen
tral Office Equipment Reports) supports both 

i network design (traffic engineerinq) ~nd net
work administration functions. 

The three blocks shown in the smaller dotted 
box at the lower right represent prog rams which 
run in a large central computer complex for the 
entire Bell _? y"st_em. __ SON_nS, the Sm",ll Office 
Network Data System, supports small step-by
step offices using extreme value enqineerinq 
methods, as described by D. H. Barnes[4]. ESS 
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CO~~ provides Central Office E ~uipment Reports 
to support network a dministration and network 
desi g n functions for all local electronic 
switching,systems. Data are provided to - this 
program Vla EADAS and TDAS. However, record 
changes can be entered ann reports ~rovided via 
dial-Up data link from the end office adminis
trator s . CSA R (Centralized System f or Analysis 
and Reporting), a new suhsystem, monitors the 
overall performance of the Total Network Data 
System. 

3. OVERVIEW OF EXISTING SUB SYSTE~S 

In this part of our paper we will expand, and 
update, the descriptions q iven by Buchner and 
Hayward. ~ost of the major TNDS suhsystems 
will be described very generally with emphasis 
on features or systems new in the last three 
years. 

3.1 EADAS!ICUR 

The Engineering and ~dministrative Data 
Acquisition System (EADAS), whether or not the 
Individual Circuit Usage Recordinq (ICU R) 
feature is used, is now known as EAD~S!ICUR. 
Some 55 systems were deployed in 18 Operating 
Telephone Companies collecting nata from about 
2400 central offices in early 1979. About half 
of the installations are using the TC lm 
feature. EADAS!ICUR interfaces with a v~riety 
of central office types, both electromechanical 
and electronic, but is becominq increasinqly 
specialized to electromechanical offices since 
the introduction of the No. l~ P.~D~S in 1978. 
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Now in its fourth qeneric program, many opera
tional improvements and new features have been 
introduced into EADAS/ICUR since the first 
installation in 1974. By far the most impor
tant recent feature addition is the Network 
Operations Report Generator (NORGEN). 

3.2 No. lA BADAS 

In 1978 the Bell System introduced a new data 
acquisition system, the No. lA EADAS. The new 
system serves only electronic central offices 
which accumulate their own measurements. 
Employing a more modern central processor of 
higher speed, the No. lA EADAS has approxi
mately 50 percent greater capacity for serving 
electronic offices than EADAS/ICUR, at ~ lower 
installed cost. With the continued expansion 
of Stored Program Control electronic switching 
in the ReIl System, the No. lA BAryAS is ~einq 
rapidly deployed. In the first quarter of 
1979, there were already 17 No. lA EADAS 
installations in la Operating Telephone Com
panies servin~ about 725 ESS offices. 

3.3 NORG8N 

EADAS/ICUR systems were from the first provided 
with n calculation feature to support near
real-time machine and trunk group surveillance 
and to provide small amounts of data neede~ for 
certain routine reports. Field experience was 
most encouragin~, but indicated a need for 
expansion of ' this capability in ~oth types and 
numbers of calculations, and in the ea~e an~ 
'lexibility of managing the required record 

bC'lse. 

In 197R a new arranqement replaced the original 
calculation feature in EADAS/ICU~ and was 
issued with the initial version of No. lA 
~~~AS~ The Network Operations Report Generat
ina feature (NORG~N) provides a time-shared 
nrogrammin g environment for EADAS reportin~ 
functions ann a set of standard applications 
programs desi~ne~ to meet those near-rea I-time 
reportina needs considered applicable on a 
svstem-wide basis. INith a calculation capacity 
increased more th~n six times (in ~AD~S/ICUR) , 
t~e ahilitv to serve un to 48 user terminals, 
and great ~lexihility for exception ann demand 
reportin1, N0RG~N provides the framework for 
meeting the increasing needs of Network 
"dministration. 

~ORGEN provides a packaqe of the following 
software features: 

1. A time-sharen operating system; 

? a file mana1ement system; 

1. a new proqrammin1 lang uage and associ
ated com~iler, syntactically similar to 
the well-known "CH lanquag e, ~ut con
tainin~ s~eci~l features related to the 
~ORSSN application; 

4. a ~eneral purpose text editor for e~sy 
manipulation of ASCII files; 

5. a collection of syste~ commands ann 
utility proqrams; and 

~ . ~ set of standard application programs 
to o~viate the neen for extensive 
0peratin~ Telephone Company p rogram 
development effort to meet ~asic report
inq nee~s for those switching system 
types serven bY , E~DAS in siqnificant 
quantities . 
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NORGEN reports provided by the standard appli
cation programs are of four general types: 
Exception, Summary, Cumulative Data and Miscel
laneous. In order to minimize the flow of 
paper and provide the administrators with just 
the information they need to know, the primary 
NORGEN features are the exception reports 
(triggered by some anomalous condition) and the 
ability to generate additional demand reports. 
anomalous condition. 

The extensive capabilities provided by NORGEN 
are meeting the needs of Network Administrators 
for managing the data flow. For example, any 
of the network user terminals, or the central 
processor terminal, can be used to receive 
reports, run program!';, .administer schedules and 
data bases, or any combination of these activi
ties. The switc~ing entity record bases asso
ciated with the application programs can be 
administered 1) by the central processor 
operatIons staff, 2) by remotely located record 
base administration ,groups, or 3) by the report 
users themselves. This choice ' can be exercise~ 
for an entire EAD~S installation or on an 
entity-bv-entitv basis, as desired. 

3.4 ESS COER 

The Centra 1 Off ice Equ i pment ~eporti ng S'ystems 
(COERS) descrihed by Buchner and ~ayward with 
an example from the No. 4 ESS, exist also for 
~o. 5 Crossbar offices, certain No. 4 Crossbar 
offices, and for No. 1, 2 an~ 3 ESS offices. 
The No. 4 ~SS COERS reports . are produced in the 
switching machine itself. No. 4 Cross~ar COER 
reports are produced ~y ~ minicomputer adjunct 
to the No. 4 Crossbar switching system, known 
as the Peripheral Bus Computer. No . 5 Crossryar 
COER is a major batch processing suhsystem of 
"downstream" TNDS run in Operatina Telephone 
Company data centers. . 

In 1971 an experimental traffic data processina 
system for No. 1 ESS central offices was 
desi g ned by Bell Labs and the ~ew York Tele-
phone Company. Known as PATROL (Proqram for 
Anministrative Traffic Reports On-Line) it was 
intenned to explore the application of modern, 
c~ntralizen, interactive data processing tech
nlques to the data needs of dial administrators 
and traffic engineers. Since its intronuction 
eight years ago, the PATROL syste~ has under
qone many additions, enhancements and monifica
tions. It is now named ESS Central Office 
Equipment Reports (ESS COER), covers the No. 1, 
No . 2 ann No. 3 Electronic Switching Systems , 
and processes traffic data for more than l~OO 
central offices. 

ESS COER runs on a very l~rqe scale time-shared 
computer system locaten in Piscataway, ~ew Jer
sey. Traffic ~easurements are transmitten to 
SSS COEq in naily-to-weekly batches via EADAS, 
TDAS an~ the SO-kilobit Bell Information Net
work. Alternatively, for ESS machines not 
served ~y an SADAS or equivalent data acquisi
tion system, measurements may ~e transmitted to 
ESS COER over a dialed-up connection. Operat
ing Telephone Company users ~t remote terminals ., 
access ESS COER via a telephone connection for 
data management purposes, data ~ase u?datinq, 
report schedulin0, etc. Reports can ~e 
transmitted to users' terMinal!'; directly (on
line) or printed off-line and mailed. 

The desiryn emphasis of ESS COBR is on user con
trol of data processing in order to produce 
reports of the highest qu~lity. For example, 
automatic ~at~ valination is an imperfect ~rt. 
Frequently, some invalid or missing ~ata are 
not identifien until after ~ final (e.g., 
monthly) report has heen produced and examined 
by a human. ESS COER gives the user control 
over data retention ann report scheduling as 
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w·ell as data validity ·"ifags· which can exciude 
data from processing. When invalid data are 
found to have caused an erroneous or misleading 
report, the user can operate on the data base 
(flag or unflag the suspect data) and rerun the 
report. ~fter the report is known to be satis
factory, the user can remove blocks of outdated 

.data from the system. 

Because (in principle) only one copy of the ESS 
COER program, its data files and its user docu
mentation exists on one central computer which 
is accessible day and (most) ni g hts hy remote 

. t~rminal, the ESS COER system can react swiftly 
to ~ata or software problems with a program 
mainten~nce effort of minimal size. These and 
other factors, such as a reliable time-shared 
operating system and a flexible higher level 
language, also contrihute to proqrammer produc
tivity in initial system construction. 

3.5 TR~FFIC D~TA ~D~INISTRATION SYSTE~ (TDAS) 

TDAS is a batch-process subsystem whose job is 
to administer the data flow on behalf of the 
downstreaM user systems. From data requests 
and schedules supplied by each user, TDAS gen
erates master dat~-collection schedules so as 
to coordinate and minimize the data to be col
lected for all users. TDAS acceots the data as 
it arrives, and in ~ccord with u~er requests, 
sorts, labels, stores, and finally, provides 
the data in the proper format for each down
stream system. Thus, TDAS acts primarily as a 
warehouse and does not operate on the data 
other than to ensure proper labeling and ele
Mentary vali d ity. --

Since last reported(ll, siqnificant effort has 
heen required to keep TD~S current with evolv
ing new technology and upstream switching sys
tem evolution, as well as, to support inter
faces to downstream systems outside of the ori
qinal scope of TD~S data users, such as line 
and trunk assi g nment and revenue accounting 
functions. 

A number of user interface imp rovements, such 
~s the Super Traffic ~easurements Report (TMR) 
features, have also ~een added. Data requests 
to TD~S were formerly initiated on a "per 
switch" basis, requiring hundreds of individual 
requests from each ~ata user fo~ area-wide stu
dies. The Super T~R feature generates these 
multiple data requests internally from a single 
user input, si g nificantly reducing user effort. 
The size of the stud y area is flexi b le, and a 
single request may specify all data collection 
periods to be scheduled for one year. 

1.~ COM~O~ UPDATE (CU) 

To minimize error, ~ large ~ata system must 
inclu~e the c~ pa bility of m~int~ining an accu
rat~ record base. Downstream TNns relies pri~ 
ma:lly . upon a record-base subsystem, called CU, 
W~IC~ Inclu~es for each of f ice, information on 
the arrangement of switching equipment and the 
trunk network, the specification of wh~t each 
reqister measu~es, ann the trunk servicinq a~d 
trunk forecastIng characteristics for e ach 
tr~nk group. CU provides the ability to update 
thIS record base to keep it current with the 
physical arrangements in the switching offices. 
Presently, CU serves as the record keeper for 
TD~S, TSS, TFS, LBS, and ICAN. 

With the future introduction of th~ Trunk 
Record ~anagement System (TRMS) and the Traffic 
Routing and Forecasting System (TRFS) plans are 
now underway to functionally split CU into CU
Equipment ~nd CU-Trunkinq . TRMS will eventu
ally re~lace CU-Trunkinq . CU- 8quipment will 
initially maintain the record hase for TD~S, 
LBS, and part of ICAN, and add the remainder of 
IC~N and 5XB COER in the future. CU-Trunkinq 
will m~intain the record base for TSS ann TFS. 
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This c~pability to separate CU into CU
Equipment and CU-Trunking also supports a dis
tributed downstream TNDS processing option. 
~his TNDS feature will allow an operating com
~any the flexihility of processing the CU
~ quipment module, as well as TDAS, LBS, ICAN, 
~nd Crossbar COER systems, at more than one 
computer location. This has the advantage ' of 
improving overall TNDS performance by alleviat

.ing data transport and TNDS report distribution 
problems and increasing overall timeliQess. 

3.7 TRUNK SERVICING SYSTEM (TSS) 

~he traffic data collected on message trunk 
qroups are used in TSS to compute current ser
vice levels and trunk requirements to assist in 
trunk administration, as well as to qenerate 
base year loads from which future demands are 
forecast. A major change in TSS has been the 
incorporation of a Trunk Administration ~eas
urement Plan (TAMP), by which the in-service 
trunk group quantities are compared with 
theoretically-required quantities. 

TAMP is supported by quarterly and ~nnual 
reports which replace the ~onthly Trunk Service 
Report and the Annual Busy Season Trunk nata 
Report. TAMP assists in verifying the quality 
~f ~he trunk servicing func i -ion, by - d-evelopinq 
lndlces that measure data quality, the deqree 
of blocking in the serviced network, and the 
amount of over-and under-trunking oresent. 

Features under study for TSS include: (1) ~ul

tihour servicing to complement comparable pro
cedures in TRFS, (2) Streamlining of the output 
reports, reor g anize the output infor m~tion an~ 
reduce the. number of reports from abo u t fifty 
to about fIve, (3) Better recognition of clus
ter effects so that the required trunk quanti
ties take into account recomputed overflow from 
adjustments to subtending trunk groups; and (4) 
Anticipation of trunk groups exceeding capa
city, based on a projection of demand and com
putation of trunk requirements for the ne~t 
busy season. 

3.8 TRUNK FORECASTING SYSTEM (TFS) 

To plan for the orderly and economic evolution 
of the trunk network and tQ permit facility 
planners to order and install new transmission 
equipment to meet future trun~ requirements, it 
is necessary to project current load levels 
forward in time to estim~te future traffic 
demands. TFS is a batch process which prp.dicts 
message trunk requirements, for both local and 
toll traffic, for five year~ to assist in the 
determination of future trunking. TFS will be 
replaced by a new system now under development, 
the Traffic qouting and Forecasting System 
(TRJ"S) • 

1.9 LOAD BALANCE SYSTEM (LBS) 

The Loan Ralance System (LBS) is used to meas
ure the distribution of the traffic load from 
su~scriber lines over thp. switch. Continuinq 
effort has been required to keep LBS current 
with the intronuction of new switchinq technol
oqy. , A m~jor n ew feature under development, 
knowrt ~s the Mixed Concentration Ration Change 
for No. IlIA ESS offices, will provide accurate 
measurement !br offices havinq a number of Line 
Link Frames of varyinq concentration ratios. 

' 3.10 I NDIVI1)IJAL CIRCUIT ANALYSIS (ICAN) 

The Individual Circuit An~lysis (lCAN) su~sys
tern plavs a ~e~ role in EADAS/lCUR ooeration 
(Section 3.1). The IeAN data ~ase keeps track 
and reports on the assignment and stat~s of 
each TUR scan point, as well as, performinq 
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usage analysis to d.etect equipment faults on 
individual circuits. Recent enhancements to 
ICA~ have been aimed at user interface improve
ments, mainly user reports consolidation. 

J.1I NO. 5 CROSSBAR CENTRAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT 
REPORTS (COER) 

The market pen·etration of the No. 5 Crossbar 
COER system has continued to grow, and the sys
tem is being enhanced from both data processing 
and human performance points of view. Expanded 
data validation and user controls are presently 
being added to improve data quality and report 
usefulness. Presently under development are 
customized network administration reports indi
vidual markers to complement NORGEN reports. 
Crossbar COER reports were originally designed 
as an aid to support network designers. In the 
Bell System, in addition to having re~ponsibil
ities for equipment utilization, capacity 
administration and service analysis, network 
administrators verify the validity of TNDS data 
before the COER reports are used by network 
design. These impro~ed COER reports will make 
this data verification by network administra
tors easier. In addition, new equipment meas
ures and features, such as COER support of the 
No. 5 Crossbar Electronic Translator System 
(ETS), are planned. 

3.12 CENTRALIZED SYSTE~ FOR ANALYSIS AND 
REPO'iffl f\lG (CS~R) -- ---

~s describen earlier, traffic data collected hy 
~etwork Administrators may, in s ome cases, he 
processen ~y nata Systems or Headquarters per
sqnnel, several weeks later, a~d at another 
location, several hund red miles away. Record 
bases must he coordinated so that data col
lected at the switching systems a re properly 
identified and handled at EAn~S, TOAS, and 
correctly used by the final processing subsys
tems such as ESS C08R or TSS. 

Because larqe volumes of ~ata are collected and 
processed, performance measurement and trouble 
or error detection is a complex operation. 
Consequently, a computer is necessary to make 
this process feasible. The inputs and outputs 
of the TNDS subsystems are monitored and 
entered into a common results file. The oro
qram named Centralized System for Analysis and 
Reporting (CSAR) compares the inputs and out
puts with traffic measurement requests an d 
assigns discrepancies to the appropriate work 
center for. correction. In addition, results 
summaries a~ prepared at the nistrict, area, 
and company level for distrihution to mana qe
ment to insure that proper attention is ~iven 
to problem resolution. 

~easurements of the performance of the tele
phone network itself have heen evolving since 
the first telephone service was offered , and 
some of those have been mechanized. The TNQS 
Performance Measurement Plan (TPMP), and its 
support system, CSAR, provide the first formal 
measurement of the system of computers which 
now perform the function · of measuring the tele
phone network. CSAR is processed at the same 
data center a~ the ESS COER. This facilitates 
comparisons of effectiveness across the Bell 
Operatinq Telephone Companies. By analyzing 
patterns of CSAR results, it is possihle to 
identify areas where improvements are needed in 
operating procedures or in existing TNDS sub
systems. TPMP will provide an official system 
index. The need for new TNQS suhsystems may 
also be innicated. 
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3.13 NETWORK MANAGEMENT SYSTE~S (EADAS/N~ AND 
NOCS) 

The Engineering and Administrative Data 
Acquisition System/Network Management 
(EADAS/NM) {3] provides centralized real-time 
traffic surveillance and control of switchinq 
offices and the trunking network within ~ given 
geographic area. It collects and analyzes 
traffic and performance data and alerts the 
local Network ~anagement Center or Regional 
Operations Center to network problems via an 
exception display board, printers, and interac
tive CRT terminals. EADAS/NM also transmits 
network management controls to the switching 
systems on request by network managers. The 
most recent version of EADAS/N~ supports local 
Network Management Centers and Regional Opera
tions Centers, performs CCIS network surveil
lance and has the ability to identify tem
porarily spare network capacity. 

A separate Network Operations Center System 
(NOCS) provides mechanized support for surveil
lance functions for the national Network Opera
tions Center at Bedminster, New Jersey. The 
NOCS computer system is a separate development 
which bears considerable resemblance to the 
EADAS/NM system. 

3.14 RECORD BASE COORDINATION SYSTEM (RBCS) 

A significant portion of the effort required to 
manage TNDS is devoted to record hase m~inte~ 
nance. The need for coordinated record ~ase 
changes in more than one TNDS subsystem makes 
this function difficult. Althou~h the CSAR 
su~system described earlier helos identify 
record hase problems, it is clearly more desir-
able to avoid them entirely. The Record Base 
Coordination System (RBCS) provides coordinated 
inputs to multiple user su~systems of 'rNOS, as 
well ~s to other operations support systems 
which require sim i lar informntion. This mini
computer system accepts inputs from primary 
records sources, translates this infor mation 
into the proper format for each client su~sys
tern (F:AOh.S/ICh.'II, Cll, TSS for TNDS) and monitors 
recorns flow, so thnt if ~ record base transac
tion is relected, or later fou~d to be 
incorrect, all affecten systems ~re notified. 
The saMe hasic record is also provided to other 
systems, not included in T~DS, e.q., Central
ized Reportin~ on Trunks, a~ ~utomaten trunk 
test system, to provide the necessary test 
access information. 

4. S!JBSYSTEMS TJ'1l)ER I1F.:V ELOPNlP.'IIT - - - - .---- ----
In this section; we will briefly ex amine t,e 
current direction of develo pment in several of 
the T~l")S su~svstems. 

4.1 ESS COP.R F.: t\1TIA"lCf'; fto1 F. "'TS ------ -------- ---
h.t the present ti me, development activity in 
8SS C08R is approximntely evenly split hetween 
en~ a ncements to the e xistinq Su~systems for ~ o. 
1, No. 2 and No. 1 ~ S S and the extension of ESS 
~OER technolony to s ubsystems for new elec
tronic switchinq ann. service vehicles. One 
ex ample o f th e for ner i s a ~owerful ~ ata 

retrieval ~nd process inq Mo d ule for No. l ESS 
~OE R called Data Profi l es. ~n ex ampl e o f the 
latt e r is the ~ op. ~ monule for the new 101\ 
qemotp. Switchinq System (RS S). 

The orienta tion of ES S COER today is towards 
p r00ucin~ reports for indivi d ua l central 
offices. Rut taken together, the ~ata files on 
indivinual offices constitute an invaluahle 
~~ta ha se. The Data Profiles su ~system of P,5S 

COER, in trial ooerntion nurinq the first qunr
ter of 1979, will make it possible to easily 
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retrieve, process and display data from groups 
of offices subject to a variety of qualifying 
tests. As a relatively trivial example, Data 
Profiles will enable a user to display a dis
tribution of equipment holding times for a par
ticular component from all ESS offices larger 
than, say, 2000 main stations in a state, an 
Operating Telephone Company or even the whole 
Bell System. Such displays can be readily for
mulated, quickly processed and performed very 
economically. 

.The QSS COER su~system is interesting hecause 
it will involve extreme value data a~d 
enqineering methods (described by D. H. 
Barnes(41) ~nd hecause its re ports req uire 
coordination with those of the "host~ No. 1 ESS 
associated with the particul~r RSS. 

4.2 SONDS 

For small to moderate size, non-common-control 
step-by-step offices {up to roughly 5000 main 
stations), a new network data system is now in 
experimental operation. Known as the Small 
Office Network Data System (SONDS), the system 
is very similar to that described by Barnes[4]. 
The objective of Sb~DS is to provide the 
equivalent of most TNDS features for small 
.&tep-by-step offices in a very economical way. 
Barnes t initial system which demonstrated the 
basic concept, was replaced with a completely 
automatic system .in Dec.ember, 1978, which now 
provides the facility for a larger scale exper-

, iment. Standard development is now underway. 

I 

The SONDS Advanced Study System (SASS), now in 
operation, is implemented on a DEC POP 11/70 
minicomputer, with a second minicomputer avail
able to insure continuity of service. The sys
tem now uses microprocessor controlled pollable 
data . collection terminals in the central office 
which can handle up to 2560 input leads and 
provide up to 200 software assignable regis
ters. 

At this writing, conversion of some 30 central 
offices from the earlier study system is in 
progress and new installations are being added. 
By the end of 1979 well over 100 central 
offices are expected to be using the new sys
tem. It now appears that SONDS will round-out 
TNDS to a system capable of providing modern 
traffic data processing features economically 
to central offices from the very small to the 
very large. 

4.3 TRAFFIC ROUTING AND FORECASTING SYSTE~ 
(TRFS) 

The Traffic Routing and Forecasting System 
(TRFS) is a new system under development to 
replace th~ existing Trunk Forecasting System 
(TFS). While TFS mechanized a process which 
had been performed manually, TRFS contains p ro
cedures that would be extremely difficult to 
perform manually. These procedures provide 
major advantages to the forecaster, two exam
ples of which are: 

1. A formal routing discipline that allows 
for the automatic identification of 
traffic routes. Coupled with the 
mechanized input and use of point-to
point traffic measurements as a new data 
source, TRFS is able to automatically 
identify new trunk group candidates, 
process traffic transfers and rehomes, 
and define network clusters and alter
nate routes, all with minimal forecaster 
input. 

2. A multihour engineering trunk group siz
ing algorithm that better recognizes the 
non-coincidence of busy hours within a 
single overflow network than control 
hour engineering[51. 
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A detailed description of TRFS is given in a 
companion paper by P. V. Bezdek[6]. 

4.4 TRUNK R8CORDS ~ANAGE~ENT SYST EM (TRM S) 

The current Trunk Forecastinq System (TFS) does 
not have mec ~ anized trunk routing recor~ s . 
However, TR FS requires suc h a ~~ t a has e in 
order to automatically i denti fy new trunk group 
candidates. The Tru nk Records Management Sys
tem (TR~S) is being developed in· conjunction 
with TRFS to provide a substantially · improved 
trunk data base support function. ~s a 
separate subsystem released prior to rhp 
remaining TRFS functions, TR~S will f~cilita~e 
the preparation of a mecha nized routing record 
base and the conversion of Common Update (CU) 
trunking records. TR~S will reduce 1t'.1at would 
otherwise be a formidable recorn conversion 
activity. . 

~s part of TRMS, an Intelligent Entry System 
(IES) will replace the existing punched card 
input system of CU for trunk record base updat
inq. IES contains minicomputer hased cathode
ray-terminals (CRTs) which will be used to 
enter trunk record transactions. These tran
sactions will be temporarily stored within the 
memory of the IES minicomputer, and forwarded 
on a scheduled basis to a host TRFS processor. 
The host TRFS processor will perform the gen
eral trunk forecasting function on a batch 
basis. 

IES provides scandard programmed CRT "masks" 
which simplify the data input. ~emory within 
the IES contains sufficient TR~S record base 
information to perform immediate on-line vali
dation of key data fields. Other volatile 
data, such as central office growth factors, 
can also be directly modified on-line via an 
lES terminal. The lES also provides record 
transaction confirmation reports in the same 
basic format as the CRT masks so that the out
put reports can be easily reviewed, revised, 
and serve as source input documents for CRT 
data re-entry. 

5. POTF.~Tl~L FUTURE DlR~CTlONS 

While the TNDS architecture described in Sec
tion 2 meets the needs of the Operating Tele
phone Companies for a modern traffic data col
lection and processing system, we believe that 
further major improvements are desirable and 
will prove economically attractive. Since this 
section describes studies currently in process, 
it is necessarily speculative. 

Several improvements relating to additional 
computer support for the activities of the Net
work Administrator are currently being studied. 
One such potential improvement, addresses the 
problem posed by the uhiquitous paper report. 
Today, numerous paper reports are produced by 
every TNryS module. Report usefulness ranges 
from highly useful, through "just-In-case", to 
doubtful. Far more reports are printed than 
can actually be read by system users. Yet it 
is not possible to say that any particular 
report will not be used. In fact, any particu
lar report could prove to be extremely impor
tant, even crucial, given the proper (probably 
unlikely) circumstances. 

In addition to the ecological and economic 
aspects of this situation, there is the frus-
tratinq fact that too many (paper) records can 
hinder the operations of network administra
tion. With this in mind, a study of technical 
and economic feasihility is underway, aimed at 
eliminating, or at least greatly reducing, the 
need of the administrator for paper reports, by 
storing the reports in memory and accessing 
them on demand via CRT terminals. To be 
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practical, it is assumed that it may be neces
sary to find a way to direct the attention of 
the administrator to those reports containing 
unusual or particularly noteworthy information. 
Other special facilities may prove necessary 
such as the ability to annotate the reports in 
memory, to display reported items in alterna
tive ways (e.g., graphically), and to construct 
new reports from selected items of (perhaps 
several) existing reports. A combination of 
user controlled and automatic report archiving 
and/or report destruction would be necessary in 
such a system. 

An upgrading of the functional capabilities ~f 
Common Update/Equipment (CU) is under study • 

. Possible enhancements include: (1) Interactive 
user input validation replacing the current 
batch card entry, (2) Consolidation of record 
bases for ICAN, No. 5 Crossbar COER, and CSAR, 
with existing CU records to standardize user 
interaction and reduce redundancy of data base 
items. (3) Random access data base with on
line update and inquiry, replacing existing 
sequential master files. This would provide 
inquiry capability to replace paper copies of 
the master files currently used; and (4) On
line Training and Documentation replacing 
material currently available in hard copy form. 

6. THE TNDS GENERAL RELEASE CYCLE 

Because of the complexity of TNDS and the need 
to support current users while new features are 
developed and tested, a general release cycle 
has been established to facilitate control of 
the TNDS software development process. Feature 
improvements desired by the users, coupled with 
new system capabilities required to support the 
technological evolution of the network, neces
sitate continuing development. Sets of new 
feature capabilities are provided to the users 
on a yearly coordinated program release basis. 
However, the total number of possible improve
ments is generally much greater than the 
resources available to incorporate the poten
tial new capabilities into a particular program 
release. In addition, the calendar time 
required to develop a given program release is 
generally much longer than one year~ 

These factors result in a need to carefully 
choose the capabilities to be incorporated in a 
major release, and to begin the planning for a 
new release well before its targeted availabil
ity date. The formal approach being employed 
to satisfy this need is called the TNDS General 
Release Cycl~._ It covers the overall planning, 
development, and prote~ntrol processes to 
be employed to produce yearlY-major releases to 
the TNDS Downstream systems. TNDS- suQsystems 
which are not yet in the field, such a s TR-FS, 
are not part of this General Release Cycle; 
however, once they become operational, further 
development will be controlled in the same 
manner as the rest of the systems. Another 
exception to the general release cycle is ESS 
COER which, existing on a single central com
puter with a single point of contact to the 
rest of TNDS, is relatively immune to the dif
fic~lties C?f imp_lementing coordinat~d program 
releases. 

The component activities of the release process 
are integrated into an overall general release 
cycle as shown in Figure 3. This figure dep
icts the major activities within the cycle and 
the time intervals nominally required to con
duct each of these activities. Roughly three 
years are required to complete all of the 
activities associated with a particular 
release. With rel~ases planned for annual 
d~livery, this implies that at any point in 
time, development activities will be in pro-
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gress on two or three different releases. For 
example during the second half of 1979 the 
initial installation of Rele~se 9.0 is'in pro
gress, Release 10.0 is in the release defini
tion phase, while priorities are being esta
blished and requirements generated for Release 
~1.0: At this time, the TNDS user community 
1S, 1n general, using Release .8.0 or using 
Release 7.0 and converting to 8.0. Once a 
software release is made generally available, 
only the immediately-preceding release is sup
ported. That is when Release 9.0 becomes 
available, support for Release 7.0 will be dis
continued. 
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FIGURE 3 TNOS GENERAL RELEASE CYCLE 

7. CURRENT AND PROJECTED TNDS DEPLOYMENT 

With a system as sophisticated and diverse as 
TNDS, it i~ no longer meaningful to character
ize deployment as a single statistic. Rather, 
it becomes necessary to examine the deployment 
of the individual subsystems. Table 1 illus
trates the extent of deployment of the TNDS 
cdmponent systems. As shown, by the end of 
this year, TNOS will be collectinq and process
ing traffic data for most of the Bell System, 
as measured in terms of telephones, switching 
office equipment, or trunks. By the next 
Congress, this will have grown to essentially 
full coveraqe, the existing subsystems will 
have been further enhanced, and requirements 
for yet additional features will have been 
defined. 
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PERCENT COVERAGE 
FUNCTION SUBSYSTEM PARAMETER MEASUREO ESTIMATEO PROJECTED 

MID-78 END 79 1982 

DATA ACQUISITION EADAS (or EQuivalent) 
Main & EQuivalent 

73 86 93 Main Telephones 

EADAS/NM 
Class 1,2,3,4 and 

33 60 84 
NETWORK MANAGEMEN~ 

Sector Tandem Offices 
End Offices Over 

EADAS/NM 5000 Telephones 15 30 63 

5 CROSSBAR COER Marker Groups 66 82 97 
ESS COER Control Groups 98 100 100 

CENTRAL OFFICE 
Step Offices Over EQUIPMENT SON OS 

2000 Lines 
2 16 37 

LBS Eligible Traffic Units 57 86 98 

TFS 
Message & Auxi liary 

65 74 100 
TRUNKING 

Trunk Groups 

TSS 
Message & Auxiliary 

76 91 100 Trunk Groups 
TNDS PERFORMANCE CSAR TNDS Systems Monitored 5 90 100 

TABLE 1 TNDS SUBSYSTEM DEPLOYMENT AND UTILIZATION 
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